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Society for Experiential Graphic Design 
A multidisciplinary community creating 
experiences that connect people to place

10.27.16 TOURS
10.28.16 CONFERENCE

SVA THEATRE
333 W 23RD ST
NEW YORK, NY



THE INTERSECTION OF 
PHYSICAL + DIGITAL

Xlab is the premier design 
event for the digital 
experiential community. 
Here, a massing of tech-
centric firms and studios are 
developing next-generation 
platforms, content and 
other innovations that will 
impact future interactions 
and experiences. Join us as 
we explore the intersection 
of digital and physical for 
experiential spaces.

Photos provided by Robin Lopez; lopezr7.com
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400+ MULTI-DISCIPLINARY
DESIGNERS | TOP XGD 
FIRMS

This is the place to find the 
top minds in experiential 
graphic design from 
interaction and experience to 
integration experts and brand 
leaders.

This is your community...

300% Growth
Over 2 years!

Yes. It’s the 
place to be!
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Core77 said:
“All in all, Xlab illustrated the wide 
range of opinion on the appropriate 
role that interactive technology 
should play in our retail, transit and 
cultural centers... Xlab is proof that the 
seamless future we’ve been waiting for 
is just around the corner.”
[Making Magic in Museums and Beyond - CORE JR - NOV 11, 2014]

DailyDOOH said:
“...Those present, a gregarious lot 
during breaks, all sat in rapt attention 
as the speakers discussed the 
transformation of cities, business, 
retail, wearables and public spaces... 
I’d highly recommend that anyone – 
especially creative people – planning to 
attend 2016 New York Digital Signage 
Week (Oct. 24-to-28) put SEGD’s Xlab 
into their agenda.”
[Bits & Bytes From The @SEGD #Xlab2015 Conference - Gail Chiasson, 
North American Editor]

“A big thank you to @SEGD and all 
involved for making #Xlab2015 so 
engaging and enjoyable. Till next time 
#NYC”

Michael Courtney 
@MCD_seattle

“You know it’s a good conference when 
it’s all you can talk about the day after 
#xlab2015”

C&VE Design 
@CVE_Design

SPEAKING OF XLAB...
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ABOUT SEGD SPONSORING XLAB
Get in front of the key influencers in experiential graphic design while 
building brand equity across SEGD’s global community. Sponsorship at 
Xlab provides a unique opportunity to connect and share your story with 
the designers who are paving the way for the intelligent environment 
and transforming the world of immersive and interactive experiences. 

As a 2016 Xlab sponsor, you will:
 n Connect with the with the top practitioners in experiential graphic 

design, while making a significant contribution to the advancement 
of experiential graphic design through your support of the 
educational programming at SEGD.

 n Receive advance promotion for your work through segd.org — 
engaging a global audience of 270,000 people each year, and 
growing.

 n Receive a personal introduction from the stage, complete with your 
company logo and your representative’s name and photo displayed 
on-screen.

 n Go home with lead generation for everyone in attendance, as well as 
deep discounts on advertising to keep your company top-of-mind.

GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT
Over 270,000 people participate in SEGD’s website, publications, and 
events each year. SEGD members represent over 1,500 large and small 
design agencies from around the world, spanning 27 countries and 
represented by 25 Chapters. 

As a sponsor, you not only reach the attendees at each event, you also 
build brand recognition throughout the global community of experiential 
graphic designers, clients, suppliers, and partners!

Here’s your opportunity to get involved, participate, and connect. 

Contact:
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We are a non-profit association of over 1,800 members who create 
content-rich, emotionally compelling, experiential spaces for a wide 
range of environments, from hospitals and transit hubs to museums and 
educational campuses.

Our members’ work creates a sense of place, helps people find their 
way, communicates important information, and fuels a dialogue 
between users and the spaces they inhabit.

They develop static and digital wayfinding systems, signage, 
environmental graphics, exhibition content, multimedia installations, 
public art, user interfaces, and branded/corporate environments.

For over 40 years, SEGD exists to Educate, Connect, and Inspire this 
global, multidisciplinary community.

To learn more about our community and join, visit segd.org/join

ABOUT NEW YORK DIGITAL SIGNAGE 
WEEK: OCT 24-28
This is the week where the digital signage industry comes together 
once a year in New York City. Joining the DPAA Media Summit, the NEC 
Showcase, and the DailyDOOH Investor Conference, Xlab will complete 
the week with a discussion on the role of experiential graphic design for 
the digitally enabled environment. 

View the full schedule of NYDSW events at: dailydooh.com/
nycdigitalsignageweek
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REVIEW BENEFITS & PACKAGES
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SPONSOR LEVELS: PRESENTING
EVENT/BRAND 
REVIEW OPTIONS (PAGE 8-9) NETWORKING

REGISTRATION
valued at $595 each 3 2 1

SEGD TALKS POST-EVENT VIDEOS
5X reach of in-person audience exclusive benefit

STAGE-TIME
2-min introduction 

welcome remarks, moderate panel (where 
available)

VIDEO SHORT-CLIP
in-session, captive audience 2-min video Session Sponsor: 30-sec reel

TABLE DISPLAY
6’ table in SVA Lobby included Display Sponsor: 6’ table display space

SEGD.ORG ADVERTISING 
270,000 visitors, 3.5 million pageviews

conference page banner rotation

50% off your choice 50% off your choice 25% off your choice

ADVANCE PROMOTION
segd.org event homepage

prominent display, logo / hotlink, free firm 
listing on segd.org logo / hotlink , free firm listing on segd.org logo / hotlink

SOCIAL + E-MAIL PROMOTION
10,000 followers, 40,000 recipients

tweet pre and post-show

email with logo email (name only) email (name only)

LOGO VISIBILITY

presenting sponsor event brand identity, 
event, master slides, sponsor slides, email, 
messages, SEGD Talk videos, SEGD Awards 
Annual, segd.org program sponsors

sponsor slides

event website

sponsor slides

event website

RECOGNITION
on-site, in print, online

opening and closing remarks, SEGD Awards 
Annual with logo, segd.org program sponsors 
with logo

opening and closing remarks, SEGD Awards 
Annual (name), segd.org program sponsors 
(name)

opening and closing remarks, SEGD Awards 
Annual (name), segd.org program sponsors 
(name)

LEAD GENERATION pre and post-show pre and post-show post-show

BAG INSERTS 1 item (400 units) 1 item (400 units) 1 item (400 units)

INVESTMENT $13,500 $4,000 - $9,000 $3,000
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$13,500 (1 sold / 1 open)

Top-level branding and thought-leadership. This is the most prominent 
position at the conference and an exclusive opportunity to make a lasting 
impact on the field of experiential graphic design. Not only will you 
receive tremendous brand exposure at the conference, but also have an 
opportunity on-stage to share your insight and support the SEGD Talks 
videos posted online and used for ongoing education.  (Limit 2)

Exclusive On-site Participation
 + On-stage introduction as a Presenting Sponsor and an exclusive opportunity 

to make welcome remarks to kick-off the day’s programming
 + Your branding exclusively placed within the Xlab 2016 event identity, used 

thorughout the in-person conference, online and in advance promotions 
 + Showcase a 3-min video to this captive audience
 + Moderate a panel or host a tour (where available)

On-site Branding and Visibility
 + Showcase your work with a 6’ table display in the lobby (limited to 5 displays)
 + Prominent logo placement throughout on-site signage, master slides, 

agenda, printed program, and the LED scroll outside the SVA Theater
 + Your logo and company representative’s name and photo displayed in the 

opening and closing remarks

Promotion and Lead Generation
 + Your logo inclusion in all promotional materials, including the weekly 

e-newsletter to 40,000 people (designers and digital signage industry lists)
 + A 3-month complimentary banner rotation on the Xlab homepage at segd.org 

(average 60k brand impressions)
 + Presenting Sponsor credit in the SEGD Awards Journal and online throughout 

the year on segd.org’s Sponsors & Supporters page
 + Social Media: one tweet pre and post show
 + Lead generation: Pre and post-show attendee lists (mail and email)

On-going Education with SEGD Talks
 + As Presenting Sponsor, you support the ongoing education of the entire 

membership through SEGD Talks. 

 + Videos from each session are available 
online indefinitely for ongoing inspiration 
and education to the entire membership — 
expanding your in-person audience by five 
times

 + Receive sponsor recognition in the opening 
credits for each video (see sample below).

Presented by: AGI

PRESENTING SPONSOR
PRESENTING SPONSORSHIP $17,500 (one sold)

This is the most prominent position at the conference 
and an exclusive opportunity to make a lasting impact 
on the field of experiential graphic design. Not only will 
you receive exposure at the conference, but also in the 
SEGD Talks videos that will be posted online post-show.

Exclusive On-site Participation
 + Recognition as a Presenting Sponsor of the 2016 

SEGD Conference from the stage

 + Welcome attendees alongside SEGD on the morning 
of your choice: Thursday, Friday, or Saturday (first-
come, first-served)

 + Host a roundtable session or tour (when available)

 + Showcase a 3-min video to this captive audience, 
during the session of your choice 

On-site Branding and Visibility
 + Prominent logo placement throughout on-site sig-

nage, master slides, agenda, and printed program

 + Your logo and company representative’s name and 
photo displayed in the opening and closing remarks

 + Opportunity to include one (1) promotional item in 
the conference tote bags 

Promotion and Recognition
 + Prominent logo placement and inclusion in the 

SEGD Conference brand identity

 + Your logo inclusion in all promotional materials, 
including the weekly e-newsletter to 15,000 people

 + A 3-month complimentary banner rotation on the 
conference homepage at segd.org (average 60k 
brand impressions)

 + 2016 Presenting Sponsor credit in the new SEGD 
Awards Annual and online throughout the year on 
segd.org’s Sponsors & Supporters page

On-going Education with SEGD Talks
 + As Presenting Sponsor, you support the ongoing 

education of the entire membership through SEGD 
Talks. 

 + Videos from each session 
are available online 
indefinitely for ongoing 
inspiration and education 
to the entire membership 
— expanding your in-
person audience by five 
times

 + Receive sponsor 
recognition in the opening 
credits for each video (see 
samples below).
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Sponsored by: Daktronics
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Get involved in something specific and memorable at Xlab. Sponsor a 
session, provide a much-needed networking break for attendees, or align 
yourself with a tour or digital workshop. There are many opportunities to 
get involved here. Choose your sponsorship below.

DISPLAY SPONSOR $7,500 (2 open)

Be one of only five companies to have a display space at Xlab! The SVA Lobby 
provides an intimate and cannot-miss location for attendees to see what’s 
new and innovating the landscape of experiential graphic design. Choose this 
sponsorship and receive the following benefits:

Receive all event-level benefits, plus:
 + 6’ Table Display Space in the lobby of the SVA Theater. Display time: Friday 

8am-5pm (Same day set-up and dismantle)
 + Dedicated time with attendees during morning registration, AM and PM 

networking breaks and in-between sessions

BREAK SPONSOR SOLD

Be the Networking Break Sponsor and treat attendees to a much-needed coffee/
refreshment break and an opportunity to get to know each other. 

Receive all event-level benefits, plus:
 + Choose the AM or PM break (one sponsor per break)
 + Your company name, logo, and your representative’s name and photo 

displayed at the start of the break
 + Tent cards located at the snack and beverage carts
 + Your name included on the Xlab agenda distributed to all attendees and online

EVENT SPONSORSHIPS

SESSION SPONSOR $6,000 (2 open)

Align your brand with one of the inspiring talks and set of speakers for the 
day. At the intersection of digital and physical, we explore how cities, content, 
VR, materials, and next generation interactions will inform the next phase of 
immersive experiences for people accross multiple verticals. As the session 
sponsor, you receive high-level brand exposure, a video reel to introduce your 
session, and more. Choose an open session below:

SESSION1 | The Digital City: Creating New Ecosystems 
Sponsored by: Daktronics   

SESSION2 | Experiential Content: Connecting to Place   
Sponsored by: Reality Interactive 

SESSION3 | Material Innovation: Approaching Oneness  
Sponsored by: DCL      

SESSION4 | Virtual Reality: Sensoral Experiences  
Kyle Banuelos, Dot Dot Dash
Yasmin Elayat, Scatter

SESSION5 | Next Gen Interaction: Next Gen Thinking   
Nils Wilberg, Gagarin
Tali Krakowsky, Phophet

Receive all event-level benefits, plus:
 + Your company name, logo, and your representative’s name and photo 

displayed at the start of the session
 + The moderator will introduce your company as the session sponsor, along 

with your representative’s name and photo displayed
 + You provide a 30 second video reel to play as an introduction to the session 

(should include your branding and serve as a tie-in to the content)
 + Your name included on the conference agenda distributed to all attendees 

and online
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TOUR SPONSOR SOLD

Project and Studio Tours are a signature part of the Xlab Conference experience. 
They give attendees an opportunity to get inspired by demo-ing new technology 
and seeing high-profile experience design projects first-hand, often with key 
design team members acting as guides. As a technology provider, fabricator, 
or key partner, there’s no better way to share your portfolio than for people to 
experience it in the physical space!

Receive all event-level benefits, plus:
 + Enjoy the afternoon with up to 25 targeted attendees and align your brand 

with one of the popular program tours planned for Thursday afternoon
 + In advance of the tour, SEGD will promote the events to our full audience 

online and via the weekly e-newsletter. On tour, you’ll receive an introduction 
and an opportunity to make welcome remarks

 + Your company name, logo, and your representative’s name and photo 
displayed during the opening and closing remarks at the conference

 + Your name included on the Xlab Conference tour agenda distributed to all 
attendees and online

EVENT SPONSORSHIPS

Get your brand in attendees’ hands with one of these sponsorship 
opportunities. Material Deadline: Sept. 30, 2016

XLAB OFFICIAL TOTE BAGS $6,000 exclusive

Attendees will love this new custom designed and eco-friendly tote bag (350-400 
units) to wear at the conference and long into the future. Includes your 4-color 
logo imprint and all event/branding-level sponsorship benefits.

XLAB OFFICIAL BADGE & LANYARDS $5,000 exclusive

Your branding and messaging displayed prominently on each badge, along with 
your one-color logo imprint included on each lanyard. You’ll enjoy this highly 
visible sponsorship, along with all event/branding-level sponsorship benefits.

XLAB OFFICIAL T-SHIRT $9,000 exclusive*

Provide attendees with a stylish, high-quality Xlab t-shirt. This is something they’ll 
collect and wear year-after-year. Own this brand opportunity alone or share with 
a partner. Co-sponsorship can be available for $5,000 for two or $2,500 for four. 
All co-sponsors must be secured in advance. Earn event/branding benefits in 
addition to the t-shirt printed with your four-color logo.

XLAB WIFI SPONSOR $5,000 exclusive

Provide Wifi for all attendees at the SVA Theater on Friday, October 28. You’ll 
enjoy all event/branding-level benefits in addition to your name and logo used as 
the custom login for attendees to access the web.

BRAND SPONSORSHIPS
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2016 SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS
This event is made possible through the generous support of our sponsors and 
supporters! Thank you to these organizations...

Presented by:

2016 SEGD GOLD INDUSTRY PARTNER
2016 XLAB PRESENTING SPONSOR

Sponsored by:

2016 SEGD PLATINUM
INDUSTRY PARTNER
SESSION SPONSOR

2016 SEGD PLATINUM
INDUSTRY PARTNER
SESSION SPONSOR

2016 SEGD GOLD
INDUSTRY PARTNER
NETWORKING SPONSOR

2016 SEGD SILVER
INDUSTRY PARTNER
SESSION SPONSOR
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BREAK SPONSOR BREAK SPONSOR TOUR SPONSOR

activatethespace

TOUR CO-SPONSOR TOUR CO-SPONSOR

DISPLAY SPONSOR


